In Social Graph, a set of entities or nodes or vertices interact with each other in a complicated manner that can form multiple types of relationships that depend on time and types of complications.
Introduction
Multi-layer networks exist when there is more than one source of connectivity information for a group of users. In the context of the social network, the communication link between the users is relational information. So there is a possibility of deriving behavioral relationships based on user actions or interests [9] .
In social networks, edges are categorized based on the nature of the relationships or actions that they represent are proposed by [6, 13] . In the social networks, the edge is categorized by its type are called multiplex networks by [4] or multi-relational networks proposed by [6] . In the computer science and computational linear-algebra communities, tensor-decomposition methods proposed by [3, 5] and multi-way data analysis by
Proposed Algorithm for Representation of Social Graph as Multi-layer Graph
The proposed algorithm, SoGraM has only one procedure called Show(MLAM). The algorithm reads the data from the dataset file called "Node_Dataset.Txt" which comprises a number of layers, total number of nodes, and all node Ids. The first and second data from the dataset file are considered as the number of layers and the total number of nodes, which is assigned to the variables NL and n respectively. Then from third data onwards are considered as the node IDs. It starts reading one ID at a time and assigned to the variable Node_Id. Then the second dataset file called "Edge_Dataset.Txt" which comprises all edges ID in the forms of two column headers 'From Node Ids' and 'To Node Ids'. Then it starts reading at a time a pair of node IDs and assigned to the variables From_Node and To_Node respectively. So the particular social graph's edge data is assigned successfully on the first layer of the multi-dimension array, 
Examples of Proposed Algorithm
The author has considered three social graphs namely Author Graph, Email Graph, and Telephone Graph to represent as multi-layer graphs. For Author Graph, the total numbers of author nodes are 22 having with node id ranging from 1 to 22. It is to represent with three numbers of layers having considered the 1 st layer as the base-layer (Layer-1) followed by two layers namely Layer-2 and Layer-3 respectively. The second social graph example is the Email Graph. This graph has total numbers of email ids are 22 having with node id ranging from 1 to 22. The author is to represent the email graph with four numbers of layers having considered the 1 st layer as the base-layer (Layer-1) followed by three layers namely Layer-2, Layer-3, and Layer-4 respectively. Finally, the author is to represent Telephone Graph as a multi-layer graph having with 22 telephone node ids ranging from 11 to 17, 22 to 27, and 33 to 38 respectively. In node id, 1 represents service provider 1, 2 represents service provider 2, and 3 represents service provider 3 respectively. This graph is to represent with five numbers of layers having considered Layer-1 is the base-layer and followed by four numbers of layers namely Layer-2, Layer-3, Layer-4, and Layer-5 respectively.
i. Representation of Author Graph as Multi-layer Graph
The author has considered the first example as Author Graph is a social graph example which has twentytwo number of author nodes ranging from 1 to 22. This authors graph is a directed graph since there is a kind of participation of authors in the publication of a paper and depicted in " Fig. 1 ". The actual author graph is represented on the 1 st layer is the principal or base-layer. Then the required two numbers of subsequent layers are to be generated from base-layer based on some criteria. The 2 nd layer is generated where the criteria is a publication of paper jointly. So a sub-graph is generated on the 2 nd layer which is considered as a joint-authors publication sub-graph. To detect those authors joint participation in the publication of a paper is the bidirectional edge between the nodes in the base or 1st layer's graph and such detected nodes edges are shown in the 2 nd layer as a sub-graph. Similarly, the 3rd layer is generated where the criteria are the publication of paper as the first author. So a sub-graph is generated on the 3 rd layer is the publication of paper as the first author. To detect those nodes in the 1 st layer graph, the node has no out-degree but only an in-degree and such detected nodes edges are shown in the 3 rd layer as a sub-graph. So in the 3 rd layer's sub-graph, the black filled nodes 6, 8, 18, and 22 are considered as the first author of the publication of a paper. 
ii. Representation of Email Graph as Multi-layer Graph
The author has considered the second example as Email Graph is one of the social graph examples. It has twenty-two numbers of email nodes ranging from 1 to 22. This email graph is also a directed graph since there is a kind of participation of email users in the sending of emails for a period of time and depicted in " Fig. 2 ". The actual email graph is represented on the 1st layer is considered as the principal or base-layer. Then the required three numbers of subsequent layers are to be generated from base-layer based on some criteria which are suited for the email graph. The 2 nd layer is generated where the criteria are the mutual communication between the email users. So a sub-graph is generated on the 2 nd layer which is considered as mutual communicator sub-graph. To detect those email nodes from the base or 1 st layer email graph, there must be a bi-directional edge between the email nodes and such email nodes edges are shown in the 2 nd layer as a subgraph. Similarly, the 3 rd layer is generated where the criteria is a one-way communication between the email users. So a sub-graph is generated on the 3 rd layer which is considered as a one-way communicator between the emails nodes. To detect those email nodes from the base or 1 st layer email graph, there must be the only unidirectional edge which is pointing away to other email nodes i.e. the email node is having only out-degree and such nodes edges are shown in the 3 rd layer as a sub-graph. Then the 4 th and final layer is generated where the criteria are the no communication is sent from the email nodes among other email nodes in the email graph. So a sub-graph is generated on the 4 th layer which is considered as dead-communicator sub-graph. To detect those email nodes from the base or 1 st layer email graph, there must be only edges pointing to the email node from other email nodes i.e. the email node has no out-degree and such nodes edges are shown in the 4 th layer as sub-graph. However, the nodes with only in-degree but no out-degree are considered as dead communicators for a period of time. In " Fig. 2 ", the black filled nodes 8, 17, and 22 are considered as the dead communicators. 
iii. Representation of Telephone Graph as Multi-layer Graph
The third example of the social graph is the Telephone Graph. It consists of twenty-two numbers of telephone number nodes ranging from 11 to 17, 22 to 27, and 33 to 38 respectively. It is a directed graph and the indication of directed edge is the participation of a telephone number node calling to other telephone number node in the telephone graph and depicted in " Fig. 3 ". The 1 st digit of node ID refers to the service provider codes. Therefore, there are three service providers having service provider codes 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The actual telephone graph is represented on the 1 st layer is considered as the principal or baselayer. The author needs to generate four numbers of layers based on some criteria. The 2 nd layer is generated where the criteria are of dissimilar service provider's calling made by the telephone user in the telephone graph. So a sub-graph is generated on the 2 nd layer where the calls are made between dissimilar service providers and the sub-graph is considered as dissimilar service provider's sub-graph. To detect those nodes from the base or principal layer telephone graph, there must be an edge between two nodes from different service providers and such telephone nodes edges are shown in the 2nd layer as a sub-graph. Then the 3 rd , 4 th , and 5 th layers for generation of the same service provider's sub-graphs since the telephone graph have three types of service providers. Based on the criteria these service providers nodes are detected from the base or principal layer telephone graph and corresponding nodes are shown in the layers 3 rd , 4 th , and 5 th respectively as sub-graphs. Therefore, these sub-graphs are considered as 1 st service provider sub-graph, 2 nd service provider graph, and 3 rd service provider graph respectively.
Experimental results
The author has considered three examples of social graphs namely Author Graph, Email Graph, and Telephone Graph. To implement the algorithm for the above three graphs, the author has created three sets of datasets namely {Anode.Txt, Aedge.Txt} for Author Graph, {Enode.Txt, Eedge.Txt} for Email Graph, and {Tnode.Txt, Tedge.Txt} for Telephone Graph respectively. The Author Multi-Layer graph has twenty-two numbers of author nodes and three layers of graphs based on their characteristics depicted in " Fig. 1 ". To run the proposed algorithm, the author has created two datasets namely "Anode.Txt" and "Aedge.Txt" depicted in "Fig. 4 ". The 1 st dataset "Anode.Txt" consists of the total number of layers, the total number of nodes, and the twenty-two numbers of node IDs. The 2nd dataset "Aedge.Txt" contains a pair of nodes "From Node IDs" and "To Node IDs" where the actual edge is present in the graph. The dataset files "Anode.Txt" and "Aedge.Txt" are replaced with "Node_Dataset.Txt" and "Edge_Dataset.Txt" in the algorithm for representation of Authors Graph as multi-layer graph with three layers based on its characteristics. To represent Authors Graph as a multi-layer graph in memory, the author has considered a multi-dimension array MLAM [3] [22][22], with three numbers of layers. Here each layer is considered as adjacency matrix having order 22X22.
Upon inputting the datasets "Anode.Txt" and "Aedge.Txt" to the algorithm depicted in " Fig. 5 ", it has successfully created three layers.
The 1 st layer depicted in " Fig. 6 " is considered as base-layer or principal layer. The subsequent two layers are formed depending on its criteria.
The 2 nd layer is formed based on the criteria of detection of author nodes having the joint-authors publication of paper i.e. between a pair of author node there must be a bi-directional edge. Such author node pairs are detected from the 1 st layer adjacency matrix and assign a value 1 in the 2 nd layer's corresponding nodes of the adjacency matrix. Here the author node pairs are { (1, 3) , (3, 1) Similarly, the 3 rd layer is formed based on the criteria of detection of author node which is responsible as the first author for publication of papers. The author nodes having only in-degree but no out-degree are detected from the 1 st layer adjacency matrix and assigned a value 1 to all the corresponding nodes in the 3rd layer adjacency matrix which is the indication of in-degrees. Here the author nodes with out-degree zero are 6, 8, 14, 18, and 22 depicted in " Fig. 1 (Layer-3) " and " Fig. 8" respectively. 
ii. Example-2
The Email Multi-Layer graph has twenty-two numbers of email nodes and four layers of graphs based on their characteristics depicted in " Fig. 2 ". To run the proposed algorithm, the author has created two datasets namely "Enode.Txt" and "Eedge.Txt" depicted in " Fig. 9 ". The 1 st dataset "Enode.Txt" consists of the total number of layers, the total number of nodes, and the twenty-two numbers of node IDs. The 2 nd dataset "Eedge.Txt" contains a pair of email nodes "From Node IDs" and "To Node IDs" where the actual edge is present in the graph. The dataset files "Enode.Txt" and "Eedge.Txt" are replaced with the "Node_Dataset.Txt" and "Edge_Dataset.Txt" in the algorithm for representation of Email Graph as a multi-layer graph with four layers based on its criteria.
To represent the Email Graph as a multi-layer graph in memory, the author has considered a multi-dimension array MLAM [4] [22] [22] , with four numbers of layers and each layer, is considered as the adjacency matrix of order 22X22.
Upon inputting the datasets "Enode.Txt" and "Eedge.Txt" to the algorithm depicted in " Fig. 10 ", it has successfully created four layers and depicted in " Fig. 11", "Fig. 12", "Fig. 13", and "Fig. 14" respectively. The 1 st layer is considered as base-layer or principal layer. The subsequent three layers are formed depending on its criteria.
The 2 nd layer depicted in " Fig. 12 " is formed based on the criteria of detection of mutual (two-way) communicator email node from the 1st layer adjacency matrix and the corresponding node pairs are assigned with a value 1 in the 2 nd layer adjacency matrix. Here the email node pairs {(1, 3), (3, 1)}, {(2, 4), (4, 2)}, {(2, 5), (5, 2)}, {(4, 21), (21, 4)}, {(5, 15), (15, 5)}, {(6, 13), (13, 6)}, and {(11, 19), (19, 11)} are considered as two-way communicators and depicted in " Fig. 2 (Layer-2)" and " Fig. 12 " respectively.
Similarly, the 3 rd layer is formed based on the characteristics of detection of email nodes which has sent emails to other email nodes but not received any emails during a period of time. Such email nodes edges are detected from the 1 st layer adjacency matrix and the corresponding nodes are assigned a value 1 in the 3 rd layer adjacency matrix. It means detection of only such mail nodes having edge away from it and depicted in " Fig. 2 (Layer-3)" and " Fig. 13 " respectively. The node pairs (1, 2), (2, 6) , (3, 4) , (3, 10) , (4, 15) , (5, 6) , (7, 5) , (7, 8) , (7, 9) , (7, 11) , (7, 20) , (9, 8) , (9, 11) , (9, 15) , (10, 13) , (10, 21) , (11, 16) , (11, 20) , 12, 18), (13, 8) , (13, 22) , (14, 17) , (14, 22) (20, 8) , (20, 17) , and (21, 22) are considered as one-way sender and the adjacency matrix formed is said to be one-way sender adjacency matrix.
Finally, the 4 th layer is formed based on the characteristics of detection of email node which has received emails but not sent emails during a period of time. So the email nodes having only in-degree but no out-degree are detected from the 1 st layer adjacency matrix and the corresponding nodes are assigned a value 1 in the 4 th layer adjacency matrix. The created adjacency matrix is said to be one-way receiver adjacency matrix. Here the email nodes 8, 17, and 22 are said to be dead email nodes since it has received emails from other email nodes and depicted in " Fig. 2 (Layer-4)" and " Fig. 14" respectively. iii. Example-3
The Telephone Multi-Layer graph has twenty-two numbers of phone nodes and five layers of graphs based on their characteristics depicted in " Fig. 3 ". To run the proposed algorithm, the author has created two datasets namely "Tnode.Txt" and "Tedge.Txt" depicted in " Fig. 15 ". The 1 st dataset "Tnode.Txt" contains the total number of layers, the total number of nodes, and the twenty-two numbers of phone node IDs. The 2 nd dataset "Tedge.Txt" contains a pair of phone nodes "From Node IDs" and "To Node IDs" where the actual edge is present in the graph.
The dataset files "Tnode.Txt" and "Tedge.Txt" are replaced with "Node_Dataset.Txt" and "Edge_Dataset.Txt" in the algorithm for representation of Telephone Graph as multi-layer graph with five layers based on its criteria.
To represent Telephone Graph as a multi-layer graph in memory, the author has considered a multidimension array MLAM [5] [22] [22] , with five numbers of layers and each layer, is considered as the adjacency matrix of order 22X22.
Upon inputting the datasets "Tnode.Txt" and "Tedge.Txt" to the algorithm depicted in " Fig. 16 ", which has successfully created five layers of adjacency matrices. The 1 st layer depicted in " Fig. 17 " is considered as the base-layer or principal layer. The remaining four layers are formed depending on its criteria.
The 2 nd layer depicted in " Fig. 18 " is considered as dissimilar service providers' communication sub-graph. It has detected the phone node pair connectivity between two different service providers. Such phone node pairs are detected from base-layer adjacency matrix and the corresponding node pairs are assigned a value 1 in the 2 nd layer adjacency matrix. The node pairs (13, 32), (13, 33) , (14, 35) , (14, 36) , and 5 th layers are formed from the 1 st layer by following the criteria as service provider 1, service provider 2, and the service provider 3 connectivity and depicted in " Fig. 19", "Fig. 20", and "Fig. 21 " respectively. The 3 rd layer is created from 1 st layer adjacency matrix by detecting the nodes of service provider 1's connectivity and the corresponding nodes in the 3 rd layer adjacency matrix are assigned with a value 1. The service provider 1's node ids ranging from 11 to 17 and the pair of nodes whose connectivity among themselves are { (11, 12) , (11, 13) , (12, 14) , (12, 15) , (12, 16 ), (13, 11) , (13, 14) , (14, 12) 
Conclusion
The author has proposed a general model of Social Graph for representing in a multi-layer graph based on its characteristics lies in each node. For this general model of social graph multi-layer representation, the author has proposed an algorithm called SoGraM for representation of Social Graph as a multi-layer graph. Finally, the proposed algorithm was implemented using C++ programming with three examples of datasets depicted in " Fig. 4 ", " Fig. 9 ", and " Fig. 15 " respectively. The author has observed the formations of three layers, four layers, and five layers for Author Graph, Email Graph, and Telephone Graph respectively as multi-dimensional arrays in the memory and the results were satisfactory.
